Sub : Police Estt-working arrangement in r/o Sri. Saji Sreekanth S, SCPO T 1792(PEN No.150341) of DHQ, TVPM city-Orders issued -reg

Ref : DGO No.1961/2019 dated 16/11/2019

In pursuance of the DGO cited, Sri. Saji Sreekanth S, SCPO T 1792(PEN No.150341) of DHQ, TVPM city is attached to Vigilance & Anti Corruption Bureau, Special Cell, TVPM on working arrangement basis for a period of one year with effect from 16/11/2019. DCP HQ should make necessary modification in the strength module in IAPS. The DCP, HQ, TVPM city will ensure necessary repatriation of the individual.

To : The individual through unit heads concerned.

Copy To : SPC, Kerala for information(with C/L)
Supersident of Police , VACB, Special cell, TVPM for information
CA to DPC, TVPm for information
DCP(L&O) , DCP(admn) for information
Sr.AA/Manager, All JSs, All sections for information and necessary action.